
Sermon Sunday before Lent Yr.C 2022 

Ecclesiasticus 27:5-8, 1 Corinthians 15:54-58, Luke 6:39-45 

Divine Direction not Divine Dictator 

We are asked to begin our reflection on the Word of God today with a 

prayer prompted by the Russian attack on Ukraine as “an act of great evil” 
and urging Christians to make this Sunday a special day of prayer for 

Ukraine, Russia and for peace. 

Almighty God, 
from whom all thoughts of truth and peace proceed: 

kindle in the hearts of all people the true love of peace; 
and guide with your pure and peaceable wisdom 

those who take counsel for the nations of the earth; 
that in tranquillity your kingdom may go forward, 

till the earth is filled with the knowledge of thy love; 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 

 

We have been thinking about mission through the prism of our gospel and 

other readings this last few weeks. The mission of Christ is to reconcile 

creation to creator in the face of the darkest sin which by definition 

separates rather than unites.  The evil inflicted on Ukraine is another tragic 

example on epic scale.  

The mission of the church is no less than the mission of Christ for self, for 

Church for community and for world.  The starting point is to see things as 

they really are; self, church, community and world and to do so with the 

right balance of thanksgiving for what is good and lament for what is 

shameful and wrong.  The light of Christ is at the heart of seeing things as 

they truly are; for as Jesus says the truth sets us free.  Freedom is God’s 
gift and right use of it is his desire.  

There is a story that in 1917 whilst the Russian revolution was arising in all 

its bloody horror, the leaders of the Russian Orthodox Church were 

debating vestments.  Whatever the veracity of that story it shows how we 

can all, church included, have our eyes set on things that matter little in the 

bigger scheme of things.  Jesus knows how blind and petty folk can be 

especially religious ones (in his experience the Pharisees).  Jesus’s 



teaching today is funny – sometimes at the gravest of times humour cuts 

through to the truth.  I’m sure even in the tragedy of the evil onslaught 
hurled upon the people of Ukraine there is humour to lighten the mood but 

more importantly to demonstrate the light in humanity at the darkest times.  

Many of the songs about Hitler were songs of ridicule, I remember the story 

of an Afghan man being asked why when fully fit he carried a prosthetic 

limb on his back “ you never know what tomorrow will bring”, we might 
recall one of Putin’s dictatorial predecessors shaking his shoe at the UN 60 
years ago when challenged by a meek Phillipino delegate about the 

persecution of eastern Europe – our urbane PM at the time Harold 

MacMillan witnessing shoe rage asked “ could we possibly have a 
translation of that?” 

Jesus the rabbi speaks in parables and humour refracts the light that flows 

from him who is the light of the world to help us see; first ourselves and 

then the world more clearly more clearly as they truly are.  For change to 

be effected the heart must be changed. If mission is to be his mission then 

disciples not dictators are required.   

The blind leading the blind has fallen into our common lexicon.  When 

Jesus stood up in the synagogue in chapter 4 (opening the scroll of Isaiah 

and proclaimed recovery of sight to the blind) he meant those who couldn’t 
see what mattered and had lost sight of the purpose of God’s call to Israel.  
The law implemented by Pharisees had become more dictator than light 

into the heart and a way to death not life - the opposite God’s desire.   

In reflecting on the Gospel my mind is taken back to time when I used to 

teach sailors and marines of different seniorities about leadership and core 

values. Their stories were broad, sometimes sad and sometimes funny. We 

learn from good and bad experiences. One of the core values 

unsurprisingly was discipline. It often wasn’t long before we saw how 
discipline could change under the best leadership and the word disciple 

would find an easy home.  Leaders with integrity and right vision were 

understood and followed even when no-one was watching. Jesus never 

barked orders at his disciples but eventually they followed him even at the 

cost of their own life when he was no longer there in a physical sense.   

Flawed though they were, some military leaders like Nelson and Monty 

evoked that in others: a sense of purpose, belonging and even love and 



certainly genuine care. In modern contrast and example we might observe 

Mr Putin on the one hand and a Jewish comedian leading the Ukrainians 

on the other and see Jesus parables well illustrated.  

Jesus’s third parable of someone trying to take out a speck from another’s 
eye when their own is filled with a plank is the sharpest and funniest of all.  

It reminds us why mission must always start with the self and reflection on 

our own relationship with God. Our imperfection and shortcomings should 

not crush us and stop us from being disciples, far from it. but they should 

form and temper what type of disciple we might be.   

The greatest saints through history and some of the greatest leaders have 

been ever aware of their frailty and therefore of Gods amazing grace.  

Shortly in our wonderful offertory hymn we will sing of Jesus as our 

intercessor and friend of sinners pleading for us and for the world.  Jesus’s 
humour and warning doesn’t stop us following and doing mission but it 
does mould the how and soften the heart as we do so.  

As we approach Ash Wednesday it is appropriate that we should reflect on 

Jesus’s little parables not in order to the vain game of perfecting ourselves 

before going out to do God’s work but to see first ourselves and then the 
world as he sees it; worthy of loving even its frailty and need of restoration.   

I love the metaphor of the tree with which Jesus concludes his little 

parables.  Jesus sees the world and all people as they are and as they are 

intended to be.  I once bought a stick for 50p. The dry little dry stick was 

meant to be an apple tree but had no variety or name; thrown aside by 

B&Q with no soil, leaves or label. I scratched its bark and it still had a little 

green left so I gave it a home and chance. I love that tree, now so vigorous 

producing the biggest and sweetest apples I’ve ever seen and never failing 
year after year.   

I can’t help but look at it and be reminded of what Jesus saw in his 

disciples and I hope what he may see in thee and me.  These are lessons 

to the heart from the heart of true divinity not words barked from a bogus 

divine dictator. 
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